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Abstract: The puxpo%e of this paper is to chasacteriza a topologica qwce I’ 
erty that the product space P X Y is meal for any pamcompact 3lpac 4 X. 
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In this paper all topological spaces are asslImed to be H4Usdorf 
and all mappings to be continuous. The letter 11) always denotes 
finite, cardinal number. 
As is well known, the product space of two normal spaces is nelt 
ma1 in general. This fact offers us the following problem: 
Characterize a topological space Y with the property that th 
uct space XX Y is normal for any topological space X beilon 
appointed class C of normal spaces. 
Indeed, the problem has been solved in the case when C is th 
compact metric spaces, the class of compact spaces or the cl 
ric spaces, That is, 
(1) XX Y is normal for any compact metric space X if and onl 
Is a countably paracompact normal space (Dowker [ l] )* 
(2) X X Y is normal for any compact space 
compact space (‘Tamano [ 193 ); more preci.sefy, 
compact space X with a basis of power ItI if an 
compact normal space (Morita [9] ). 
(3) X X Y is normal for any ;raetric space X if and 
space; more precisely, 
with a basis of Bowti:r III if a 
(Morita [ 111). 
Naturally, it is desirable to solve the problem in the casB: when C is 
tha class of paracompact spaces (cf. Tamaa..o [ 201 ‘I. ‘RI& problem., how- *. . 
ever, remains until nrs?y 1 . Timf3 IpruJrpos~ of tliik pap&?-k to give a solution 
to this problem. At the sz~a3 time, we shzlll obtain s&utionk to the pro& 
lems in the following cases: 
(a) C is the class of paracompac,t space:S each of which has a basis 
being the union of an ttt number of 1ocalIy fmite families of open sub- 
sets; in case nt = H,, this class coincides with the class of metric spaces 
by Nagata-Smirnov’s metrization theorem. 
(b) C is the class of paracomgact spaces each of which has a basis of 
power 111. 
Recently, Nagami [ ,161 has obtained some results on the normality, 
paracompactness, etc., of the inverse 1imi:t of an inverse system over t;he 
speckI Greeted set which is the set of positive integers directed by the 
usual order. In Section 1, we shall give an;alogous results, which are ne- 
cessary to prove our main theorems, for a subspace of the inverse limit 
of an inverse system over a general directed set. Our main theorems will 
be established in Sectien 4. Finally, in Section 5, we shall consider the 
hereditary normality, hereditary paracompactness and total normality 
of the product space of a normal space with a paracompact sl’;ace 2. 
he, normality of subspaces of inverse limits 
Let A. be a directed set with the order relation 5. A topological space 
X is sai$d to be A-paracompact (resp. A-compact) if exery increasing open 
covering of X indexe:d by A (i.e. every open covering (UEy I Q E A 
such that Ua C Up fez each pair cy, 6 of A with LIP <, p) has a locally finite 
(resp. finite) open refirlement. Of coun;e I A I -tparacompact (resp. IA I - 
compact) spaces are .A -paracomp2ct (resp. A-compact), where I A I de- 
notes the power of Al l If X is an A-compact space, then X is an element 
of each increasing open covering of X indexed by A. 
A directed set A will be called fundamental if A is isomorphic to the 
set of al! finite subsets of a set directed by se%nclusion. Obviously, two 
‘. Several sut’tlcient ccjndlitions for Y to possess the property that X X Y is normal for any 
paracompact space X have been obtained (cf. Morita [ I. Cl] , Ishi; [43 , Katuta [6] , Suzuki [ 181 
and ‘klghky [ 21]), a.nd it has been proved that Morita’s con&ion is also a necessary condi- 
wh6 ,F! Y is a metric s 
no,pnnality, hereditary yracompactness and 
2t space of a normal space with a metric space. 
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fundamentally directed sets with the same power are isomorphic. 
is fundamental, then ‘ -paracampacE’” Q.resp. ’ -compact”:) coincides 
with “!A I mparacompact” (resp. “IA I -compact”). 
The following two lemmas are essentially due to Mack [ ‘7’1. 
1.1. A topological space X is A-paracolmpact if and only if eve 
increasing open covering U of X indexed by A has a locally finite open 
covering 8 of X such that {VI V c 8 ) refines U. 
Proof. Since the “if’” pa!rt is obvious, we prove only the “cbnly if” part. 
Since X is A-paracompact,, every increasing open covering U = {U, 1 u&A} 
of X has a locally finite open refinement (G,I Q E A) sue that G, c Ua 
for eat:h ar. Put Ha = X - 11, s$, for each a. To show that 
Q = (HJ cx E A} is a cove&g of X, let x be a point of X. Since 
{ G, I ~1 E A } is locally Anir e and hence ( CJ a E A ) is also locally finite, 
the se$ B = (~1 E A I x E cc 1, is finite. Since A is directed, there is an ele 
ment cyo of A such that a 2 a0 for all elements o of& Hence x 
It is easily proved that each He is open and H, c HP whenever 
Thus $) is an increasing open covering of X. Moreover it is easily shs 
that& c Ua for each at. Again, b-s the A-paracompactness of X2 $j 
a locally finite open refinement 8. Obviously, { rl V E 8 } refines U. 
Thus the proof is completed. 
Lemma 1.2. Let Al be a directed set each element of which is preced 
by at most finitely .many elements (e.g. a fundamentally directe 
A topological space X is A-paracompact if and only if every incre 
open covering of X indexed by A has a locally finite closed refi 
Proof. Since tine “only if’ part is obvious by Lemma 1.1, we pr 
only the “if” part. Let U = { Ua I a E A} be an increasing open 
of X. By assumption, there is a locally finite closed covering, ( 
such that .Fa c Ul for each QC. Put Ha = X-U, +Fa; then it 
by the tame argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 that 
@ = ( &I 0~ E a4j is an increasing open covering of 
Ha in+ rsects at most finitely many .J!!~, because {
for each. ~1. Again, by assumption, we have a &al 
ment @ of $j, Set Va = Ua - (KE etBYn>, 
easily seen tha.t 93 = IV, I a E A} i 
is locally fi e and each element 
Fp, so that is locally finite. Th 
Let A. be a directed set and let % = {X,, & ) be an inverse system of 
topological spaces over A. a 
Convention I o In this paper we sh?ll always a%ume that for0 is an qpen 
mapping of XP on&~ XQ! for each pair it, fl of A with 012 /3, and the ca- 
nonical mapping of I@ Sy (i. t”. the inverse limit of Ix) into Xcy is otzto for 
each element 1x of A. 
Let X be a subspace of I&I % and let ;f, : X + Xcx be the restriction of 
the canonical mapping for each CR. Notice that j’& o fp = f, for each pair 
c11,@ with ~15 p, and the family of subsets of the form ~21 (v,>, wh.ere a 
runs through A and Ua runs over all open subsets of Xol, is a basis of X. 
We shall call X a U&k subspace of lim %, if each f, is onto 3. 
From now, in this section, (%, X)+denotes the pair of an inverse sys- 
tem, x z { Xa, _f&) over a directed set A and a thick subspace X of 1@1 SII. 
We consider the follosving property of (%, X): 
[For every family {GJ a! E A} satisfying 
( 1) G, is an open subset of Xol for each CR, 
(2) if oz 5 p thenj’$(G,) c C,, 
(3) {fc’ (i;‘, )I Q E A} is a covering of X, 
thire f:xists a family {Hap }a, p E A ) satisfying 
(4) k& is an open subset of Xp for each pair cy, p, 
(5) if p 5 y then f;; (Ha& Ha7 for each 1y, 
(6) c_t”i-l (H&l a, p E A] is a covering of X, 
(‘7) if Q[ 5 fl then I!a,B c .&j (G, ), 
(8) for every point x of X there are an element 0 of A, a neighbor- 
hood A$ of thke point fp(x) and a finite subset B of A such that 
I 
I for each elemc=nt ~1 of&-B and for each el’ement y with 11 s 7, 
We denote by (*B, or (8)b the property obtained from property (I*) b:v 
replacing (4) or (7) wir:h (4), or (7), below, respectively: 
(4), Ha0 is a closed subset of Xp for each pair ~1, /3; 
(7), if cy 5 F then Hafl c f;; (G,). 
core .3. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) (ix, X) has property (*). 
(b) , X) %s property (“)b. 
03 
a If X is thick in lp X, then each & % an open mapping. 
c (b) -p (a). This is obvious. 
CC) -+ (b). Let ( GQ I a E A) be a family satisfying ( l )-(3 j ir,l props 
( b ; %ve must fiid a family {H,,& ~1, fl E .A} which sat:isfYies (4)-(8) in 
(*)b. Clearly, {f,-‘(G,)I a % A j is an increasing open cover@ of X. 
Therefore, by the A-paracompactness of X and Lemma 1.1 s there 
locally finite‘ open covering { VJ a E A) of X such th,at r@ cz f;’ ( 
for each to, For each pair CX, 6of A let HQp be the ma:gimaJ open s 
of X0 such thatfi-t (J&J c Vo,. Then, obvitlrusly, the fsurmiIy 
(Hat t a, 6 E. A} satisfies (4) and (5) in (*),, . As is obsIerved ab 
{f; ( Ua ) I Q is open irll Xol, a E A ) is a basis of X. Hence Q satisfies 
(6) in (*)b. To show th;it Q satisfies (7)b in (*)b, Pet xp be a point af 
R& where Q < pa Since X is thick in lim %, there is a point x of X such 
that f@(x) = x0. To s?e x E &-I (Hap)? 6% b be !any neighborhood nf x. 
Then there are an element 7 of A and a neighblorhood Ur of&(x) ~s‘poc 
that f;l (U, ) C U. We may assume p5 y. According to Convt: 1 
each fap is open, SO that far(Uv) is a neighborhood of xB I) The 
fa,(U,) n Hap # $4 and hence j?Iz (U&I fil (Hap) # f!k Of cou 
Un fiP(Ha,)f $9. H. ‘ence x E fan&. Since frl (Ha8) C and 
ya c f;l(G,), we have x E f;l (C,), This impiies x6 E 
Hap c f;; (C,). Next, iex us show that @ satisfies (8) i 
locally finiteness of ( Va I a E A}, for every point x of 
neighborhood N of x and a finite subset B of A such 
.for each element cy of A-B. As aforesaid, we have an 
a neighborhood N 
2 
of fa(x) such that f;l(N,) c N. Let 7 be 
of A such that fi - 7. Since f;l (Ha,,) c Va, we have fF1 (N,) 
0 for each Q! of A-B. Therefore $ n far (Ha7 ) = 0, since f, ir; 
the implication is proved. 
(a) + (c). Let u = { Ua I c11 E A) be an increasing open coverin 
Let Gal be the maximal open subset of Xol such that f,-’ ( 
easily seen that the family {G, I a E A} satisfies ( l)-(3) i 
sumption, there is a family Q = {HJ a, p E A} sai..kfying (4). 
PutII’,=Up,cuf~‘(H,B)foreachcsland 3P {V&EA).’ 
open cove:ring of%. Since for each Q, 
inally, let us show that 
ce 
ment fl of A, a neighborhood NO of 
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that for exh cy of A -4 and each ‘y with 0 <, 7, A$ fi&JH,, ) = 8. Then. 
f;;‘(f$) Q .t:l(li,y) = @ ‘Fh ere f ore the neighborhood fil (Nfl) of the 
poin‘x me& only at most V’& for ar E B and hence 8 is locally finite. 
us X is a A-paracompact. 
eorem 11.4. Let A be a directed set each element of whiclh is prleceded 
by at ~mosU finitely many elements, and I.eE 9Z be an inverse system of 
normal spaces over A. Z’hen @, X) has property (*) if and only if it has 
property ( * ]$. 
hoof. Assume that (x X) has property (*), then it has property (*!,) 
by Theorem 1.3. Therefore, to prove that (ST, X) has property (*)a, it is 
sufficient to show that if p <, 21 then &-I (s) c fp for every subset S 
of Xfl. This is obvious, howeverj since Pr is an open mapping. s 
Conversely, let (9Z, X) has property (*),. TO show that X is A-para- 
compact, let { &I QI E A} be an increasing open covering of X. Let GO’ 
be khe maximal open subset of Xol such that f;l (G,) c Ucy) then the’ 
family (G, 1 Q E A} satisfies (: 1 k-( 3) in (* ja and hence there is a family 
(HUB 1 a:, fl f A) whicr? satisEes (4), and (s)-(8) in (*)a. Put HP = 
U nr.F aHap for each & then Hb C G,. Since {Q[ E A I a <, p) is finite for .., 
each 0, each HP is closed in XPa Since Xp is normal, there is an open sub- 
set GE of XP such that HP c Gb c c" c G,. Without: loss of generality 
wle may assume that if g! 5 /3 then c’ (Gk ) c G;1, because { 6 E A i 6 <, ‘Y} 
is kite for each 7. Then (Gk I a E A} satisfies (l)-(3) in (*), and thert: 
is again a family {H+ I a, fl E A) which satisfies (4), and (5)-( 8) in (*)f. 
corresponding to {G, Icw E A}. We put VU = Up,af;l(H&) for each Q, 
then {V& Iar E A} is a locally finite-covering of x, as is shown in the 
proof of the implication (a) + (6) in Theorem 1.3. Moreover, for each QL, 
Tlherefore, by Lemma 1.2, X i5; A-paracompact anh hence, by Theorem 
1.3, (%, X) has property (*). 
tern of normal (resp. paracomlpact 
has propel;ty (*), then X is r&ma1 
y Theorem 1.3 we can assume that (%, X) has ~:~ro~~rty ( 
Uh 1 X. E Aj be a finite open covering (resp. an arbitrary open 
covering or an ojpen covering of power ~tg) of X. As usual, 
the maximal oper; subset of Xa! such that f;’ (G, A) CT VAlb 
G, = hEA G, A for each at then {G&Y E d4) satisfies (1) 
By assumption: we have a family $j ==; {H&I ~1, pE A} satisfies (4)-(61)~ 
(7)b and ($) in (*), . First we shall show that for each fixed element 
0fA the family {H,,,i a! E A) nf subsets of Xp is 1ocalIy finitle. Let xB 
be a point of Xp’ Since 1; is onto, we have a point x o! X suc::h that 
fp (x) =: x6. Skrre & satisfies (8) in (*)b , there are an element 7 of Pt , 
neighborho(Jd N,,, of fr (x) and a finite subset B of A such that 
NT fl Ha7 = $I for each CK E A -B. We may assume fl<, ‘y, then we have 
fpy(N7) n Haa = (b whenever ar E A -B since f;J (Ha,) c HaT. Ther 
the neighborhood far (NY) ofxa, which is the image of the neighbo 
Nr of fy (x) under the open mapping far, meets only at most H’,@ f’or ---IL 
Q E: B. Thus {Ha,1 ty E A} is locally finite, and hence U,! s @H4 
13 a < ,f7,,. Next we put G& = U,< p .F!1p for each p, then we h 
Since XP is normal (resp. paracompact or ttt-paracomp 
(7, Therefore there is a closed (resp. locally finite open) covwi 
!Ra =i= (K” J h E A} of 5 for each fl sue 
Now we Gave again a fam:ily {H&l a, 0 E 
(*) corresponding to the family { GLh CY E
for each CY, then 8 = ( Vat Q E A} is 8 locally finite 03 
and Va c f;l(Gh) for each a9 as usual. We define IV& 
(resp, IV, A = vQ rr f,-“(Kor,h n Gk)) for each at E A a 
let !@ = [IV, h I a~ E A, X E A]. By the local fmiteness of 
and Ra for ill a), D is a locally finite family of closed 
sets of X. It is easily shown that 255 isa refinement of 
maI (resp. paraccmpact or m-paracompact) and the 
CorrolIary 1.6. Let A be a directed set each eleme 
by at most finitely many elements, and let % be an mve 
normal (resp. paracompact or nr-lparacompact n 
If (‘5y, X) has property (*&, , then X is normal (rw 
paracumpact). 
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my 1.7. Let % .be an tiverse system of nom4 (resp. paraco;l:apact 
or iit-paracompact) spaces. If X is &paracompTcltp th.en it is normal :,~ Ii.
(resp. paracompact or In_paracom;3act). ~++:: :’ ’ 
This corollary has been prove2 by Nagami [161 in the case when A 
is the set of positive integers dire&d by the usual order and X is 19 %. 
In this section, [Z, 2) denotes the pair consisting of an inverse system 
Z = { Zcl, f&} of discrete spa.ces over a directed set A and a thick sub- 
space2 of ljm 2. (Remember Convention 1.) 
2orem 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) ($Z, Zj has property (.*)* 
(bq) @, Z) has property \‘*),. 
(c) 2 is paracompact. 
(d) 2 is A-paracompact. 
oaf. The equivalence (a) Z (b) is obvious, since every subset of a 
discrete space is open and closed. 
(a) + (c). This fo2Iows directly from Theorem 1 S. 
(c) -+ (d). This is obvious. 
(d>+ (a). This has been proved in Theorem 1.3. 
Let Y be a topological space and let i be the identity ma,pping of Y. 
Then { 2” X Y, fo& X i } is also an inverse system over A ; we denote by 
ZX Y this inverse system. It is easily shown that Z X Y is a thick subspace 
of the inverse limit of 3% Y. If Y is normal (resp, pa acompact or m- 
paracompact), hen It X Y is a inverse system of normal (resp. paracom- 
pat t or trt-paracolmplac t) spaces. 
Convention 2. From now, we assume that (Z, 2) has property (*)- 
We consider thle following property of Y with respect’to (Z, Z): 
For every family (U(z,)I zcr E Za, Q E A} of subsets of Y satisfy- 
ing 
( 1) Mfz j is open in Y for each point z, of Zdz and for each ele- 
menthSfA, 
(2) if a 5 fl then U(f,,@,)) C U(zp) for each poin*I 
(3) for each point z of2 the family {U(f,Qz)jh E 
ing of Y, 
there exists a family { V,(z,)i zp E Zp, a, fi E A} of sub 
satisfying 
(4) V~(z,) is open in Y for each point zp of ZP and. for eIach pair 1 
Q9 P OfA, 
(5) if /3 5 7 then V$ foT (zT j) c Y&z,) for each point zq of 
and for each element Q of A, 
(6) for each point z of Z the family (Va(fB(z)jia, /3 E 
covering of YP 
(7) if ~1s p then V,(zg) C U(fols(zB)) for each point zB of Za, 
(8) for every poki y of Y and for every point z of 2 there are 
neighborhood N of y, an element p of A and a finite sublset B
A such that for each element cy of A-Y, for each elemeiat 7
p <, y and for each k90int zy 6f Zr with fPr (zr ) = j&z), 
Nn V,(z,)=@. 
We denote by (**j, or (**jb the property obtained from property (
by repking (4) or (7) with [4), or (7),, below, respeciive 
(4), V’&) is closed in Y for each point zB of Z19 ahd for each pair 
cwJIofA; 
(7)b if Qc 5 p then V,(Q) C U( f,,(z,‘P) for each point z,~ of 2 
We shall calJ Y a P(Z, %)-space (resp. P(& Z),-space or PlS, 2& 
if Y has property (**) {resp. (**ja or (**lb) with respect ‘to (z, 
Theorem 2.2. Y is a &SC Z)-space (resp. P(Z, Z),-spacb! or RZ ;Zb- 
space) if and only if (ZX Y, 2 X Y) has property (*) (resp. 
Proof. Let Y be a&Z, Z)space (resp. P(Z Z),-space or 
space). Let {G, I a E Ad be a family satis#fying ( l)-(3) in ( 
@?C Y,Zx Y).PutU~2,)=(yE YI(2 
of A and each point z, of Zti, then the 
satisfies ( l)-(3) in (**j, so that there is a 
} satisfying (4]--(8 j in (**j (resp. 
z Ez ((z,) X V$@) for eachp 
that the !arndy (H,, I U, p E A) satisfies I 
(* )b j. Theref ore (ZX Y, ZX Y) ha 
Conversery, assume that ( 
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)b ). Let {Cl@, )I z,,, E Za9 a E A) be a family 13f subsets of Y satis- 
fying (l)-(3) in (**). Put G, = U, EZ ((2,) X U(z,)) for each QC, then 
the family {Ga Ia E A), satisfies (1 )oI-(3y in (*) for (SK x Y, Z x Y) so 
that ,there is a family { Map Ia, fi E A) satis&ing (14&(6) in (*) (resp. ( *)3 
or (*)& We define V&) = {y E Yl@i,‘y) E u,p) for each pair a, p of 
A and for each point z3 of Z@. It is ea&ly shown that the family 
{ VJzp)lzP E 2rP, of, p (/- A) satisfies (4)~(8) in (:‘“*) (resp. (**), or (**)b). 
Therefore Y is a PCZ, Z)-space (resp. P(Z Z),-sp;ace or P(Z, &-space). 
Corollary 2.3. The following three properties of a topological space Y 
are equivalent. 
(a) Y is a P(2, Z&ace. 
(b) Y is a P(Z Z&,-space. 
(c) 2 X Y is A-paracompact. 
CoroIIary 2.4. Let A be a directed set each elem,ent of which is preceded 
by at most finitely many elements, and let Y be a normal space. Then Y 
it; a P(2, Z)-space if and only if it is a P(E, Qspace.. 
Corollary 2.5. Let Y be a normal f l esp. paraconnpact or tn-paracompact) 
space. If Y is a P(Z, Z)-space, then Z X Y is nor*mal (resp. paracompact 
or Iri-paracompac t:). 
Corollary 2.6. Let Y be a normal (resp. paracornpact or nl-paracompact) 
space If 2 X Y is A-pnracompact, then it is normal (resp. paracompact 
or m-paracompact). 
‘lkeorem 2.7. Let g be a closed mapping of a topological space Y into 
another space Y’ sl~ch thlat g-1 Cy’) is A-compacst for every point y’ of 
Y’. If Y’ is a P(Z, Z)-syace, then so also is Y. 
hoof. Let {U(z,)l;r, E Za, QI E A} be d knily of subsets of Y satisfy- ’ 
ing (l)-(3) in (**) e, put u’(z,) =: Y’--g( Y-, U(z,)) for each point z, 
of 2&. Obviously, t = { iU’(z,)l 2, E Z,, ar E -4: satisfies (1) 
and (2) in [**). To show that ll satisfies (3) in (**), let y’ and z be any 
points of Y’ and Z respectively. Since (U&(z))1 ar E A} is an increasing 
clpen covering of Y and g-1 (y’) is At-compact, there is an element a of A 
such that g-1 0) -) c U( j&z)). ence y’ E l/‘(j,(z)). This irnpldes that U’ 
ion, there is a fa 
’ &Cch satisfies 
(**) corresponding to the family U’. 
is easily shown that the family (i& (zp )I zp E 
(8) in (,* *) corresponding to { U(i!, )i Z, E 
flz Z)+pxe. 
CumIIary 2.8. Every A-compact space is a P(Z, Qspace. 
osf, Let Y be an A-compact space and Y’ a space consisting of a 
Si point. Then the unique mapningg of Y into Y’ is a closed . . ma 
such that the inverse image of the unique point of Y’ under g is A-c 
pact. Since (Z X Y’, Z X Y’) = (SI: 2) has property (*), Y’ is a 
space by Theorem 2.2. Therefor: Y is also a p(Z, Z)-space by Theorem 
2.7. 
Theorem 2.9. Let g be a perfect mapping of a topological spice: Y onto 
another space Y’ (i,e. a closed mapping of Y onto Y’ such that Cn I 
is compact for each point y’ of Y’). If Y is a _1DIZ Q-space, thcr cro $s% 
is Y’. 
Proof. Let {U’(z,)lz, E Za, cy E A}be a fa 
fying(l)-(3jin(**),. We put U(z,)=g-l( 
{ U(z& I za E. Za , a E A} satisfies also ( 1 )-( 
sumption, there is a family { F% (zp ) I zB 
satisfying (4)& and (5)~(8) in (**),. Put 
c(zp) is closed in Y’. It is Iobvious that 
satisfies (4), and (s)-(7) in (**&. To p 
let y’ and z be any points of Y’ and 2 respectively. Then fol: 
y of g-101’) there are an element p(y 
and a finite subset B(y) of A such that 
for any element y with y 2 p(y) and 
~ PCv)r(“r) = fscv~(Z), N(y) nl VJZ,) = f 
are finitely may points yl, . . . . yn ing- 
,*. U N@, ) 2 8-l (y’). Since g is a cl 
hood N’ of y’ such that N(y l ) U . . . U 
an element fi of A such that 02 p@ij for i = 1, l .) 
B(yl ) u . . . w B(y,, ). Then for any ele 
7 with 7 2 p and for any point zy of 2, with 
N’ n T/;~(z,) = fB, Therefore $’ satisfies (8) in 
a p(2, &space. 
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y 2.10. Let { Yh 1 )a E A;D be a lo&lly finite closed ccjvering of a 
logical space Y. If eadh Yh is a &Z, Z),-sl,aee, then so also is Y. 
oof. Let X bre the topologkal sum af disj&Ws&kes Xh p h e A, 
that there is a homesmorphism gh of X& &to Yh for each h Since 
Z),-space, so is X. If we define a mapping : X -p Y by 
= gh for X E A, then g is a perfect rnappij,ag. Therefore, .by %eo- 
rem 2.9, Y is a s(EL) Z&-space. 
ma 2.11. Let X be a normal * space and let Y be an &-subset of X. 
If X is A-paracompact, then so also is Y. 
oof. Since Y is an F,-subset of X, there is a sequence (Fn I MI = 1,2, . ..} 
of closed subsets of X such that Uz=, Fn = Y, Let U = {V, f a E A} be an 
increasing open covering of Y. Put G,,n = U& ‘J (X - Ffi ) for each ar and 
each n, then the family (G, n I a f A) is an increasing open covering of 
X for each yt. Since X is A-pkracompact, we have a locally finite open 
covering {Ho n I a E A) of X for each y1 such that Ha n C G, n for each 
Al. If-we put tia,n = Ha n fd ua for each (Y and each I;, then the family 
8 = ( Va,K I a E A, n =’ 1, 2, . ..} is a o-focally finite open refinement of 
U . Put wn = u,,, V QI * for each n. It is obvicjus that Fn C W, for each 
n. Since Y is normal by Smirnov [ 231% the open covering (Wn In = 1,2, . ..} 
of Y has a locally finite open refinemer.t by Mlorita [ 22, Theorem 31. 
Therefore, !‘@ and U have a locally fmite open refinement. Thus Y is 
A-paracompact 
2.12. Let X be a normal space and let Y be an F,kbset of X. 
If X is a P(Z, Z)-space, then so also is Y, 
oof. By Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5, Z X X is &paracompact and nor- 
mal. Since Y is an F,-subs& of X, 2 X Y is aIlslo an F,-subset of 2 X X. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.11, Z x Y is A-paracompact and hence, by Co- 
rollary 2.3, Y is a p(Z Qspace. 
NO:Y let us denote by A,* the set o all positive integers directed by 
emma is a direlct consequence f’ the 
Ihe author expresses his 
~ouut~~l~ paxacompac t nom 
ks to the refered who poin ted out the ori 
uced to the normality. 
3. The following proyrties of a topol 
equivalent. 
(a) X is Ao-paracompact. 
(b) X is countably paracompact. 
(c) For every increasing open covering { & i n E AO} of X there is 
open covering (Vn In E Ao} such that rn c I;m for each M. 
Let (Z 2) be a pair consisting of an inverse system of c2 = {Z, , 
of discrete spaces over the directed set A, and a t-hick subspawe 2 o 
Qn9. Notice that (Z 2) has property (*)7 since Z is a metric spa 
consider the following property of a topological spalce Y with respect 
to (Z z): 
For every family (U(z, )I z, E Z, $ n = 1 f 2, l +*) of subs&s f 
satisfying 
(1) U(z, ) is open in Y for each point z, of Zfl and fw each 
tive integer yE, 
(2) if m :< n then U(fM n (2,)) c U(zn ) fulr each point :t, o 
(3) for each point z of 2 the family {U(j&z))ln = 1, 2, . ..I 
covering of Y’, 
there exists a family {V(z,)lz, GE Z,, n =: 1, 2, .t..~ of sub . 
Y satisfying 
(4) V(z, ) is open in Y for each point z, of z’, and for 
tive integer y1, 
(5) V(zn ) c U(zn ) for each point z, of Z, and for each p 
integer YE, 
(6) for each point z of Z the family {V(f, @))I n = 1) 
covering of Y. 
Theorem 2.14. Let (Z, 2) be a pair consisting of an inver 
E& = {Z&, fm n} of discrete spaces over the directed set A0 
subspace 2 of lp ZZ. Y has property (**)0 with respect o 
only if Y is a .P(Z Z)-space. 
Roof. Suppose that Y has prop 
prove that Y is a P(ZC 2).space, it 
paracompact by Corollary 2,,3. Let {I& iar == Y9 2, . ..} 
open covering of Z X Y. For each 
ma! open subset of Y su 
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proved that {Vn I n = 1,2, *+.) is an open covering of Z X Y and rfi C Un 
for each n. Therefore 2 X Y is Ao-paracompact by -Lemma 2.13. 
Conversely, suppose that Y is a IW, 2).space, Then Z X Y is Ao=qaraw 
compact by Corollary 2.3. Let (U(z,,)lz, E Zn, a = 1, 2, . ..} be a family 
satisfying (l)-(3) in (**). . Put Un G= Uz,Ezn (f;l (zn ) x U(zn ))I then 
{ 4lf n := 1, 2, ...I is an increasing open coverrng of Z X Y, Hence, by 
Lemma 2.13, we have an open covering {Vti I n f: 1, 2, . ..) of Z X Y such 
that v’ c Un for each yt. We can assume Vn c Vn+l for each dvl. For ea.ch 
point z, of Z, let V(z,) be the maximal open subset of Y such that 
fil (z,, ) X V(zn ) C Vn , ,then it is easily proved that {V&J z, E Z, , 
nk 1, 2, . ..} satisfies (4)-((i) in (**)*. Thus Y has property (**). with 
respect to (z,, Z), and the proof is completed. 
We shall say that Y is a IP* vpace? if Y has the following property: 
’ For every set a of indices and for every family (G(q , . . . . cItn)l 
a1 , . . . . a, E a, n = 1, 2, . ..} of open subsets of Y satisfying 
(1) G(q 9 l **9 “n) c aa,, l ‘a9 QI, 5 Q1,+1) for q 2 l .*2 $,l e a2 
v*1 4 
n= 1,2,... 
there exists a family (H(q, ..“, cu,)lq, . . . . CY, E Ilt, a = 1, 2, l m.} 
of open subsets of Y satisfying 
(2) H(q, ma., an) c: G(a, 9 0.‘) ar,) for aI , a.., Q’, E a, 
1 (3) Y = u;&@q, . . . . ci,) for each sequence [q, ax, . ..} such 
\ that Y = U;=, G(a,, . . . . an). 
This notion is a slight modification of Morita’s P-space [ 111 9 and it foil- 
10~s directly that every Fspace is a B-space and every normal P-space 
is a p*-space. 
eorem 2.15. Y iy a P*-space if and only if Y is a p(z 2).space for 
each pair (Z Z) consisting of an inverse system % of discrete spaces OWE 
ected set A, and a thick subspace Z of &II s. 
of. Suppose that Y is a F-space. Let 2= {Z, , fm,J be an inverse 
system of discrete spaces Uver A 
Iet [U(;:, )I 2, E ZR , n = 
O, let Z be a thick subspace of lim z and 
1, 2, ,..} be a family satisfying (l)-(3) i’; (**)() 
with re:;pect o (%: Z). Let a be the disjoint unio,n of the sets Z,, n = 
1, 2 , . ..-) and for q ! . . . , c11, E CL we define inductively G(a 1 , .,,*, a, ) by 
if eq E Z, 
G(q ; = 
Y. katu ta, Norm&y of a pm&ct space 
for each m Si n 
’ G(a, , . . . . an) otherwise . - - 
Obviously, {G@, ‘..) cr,)la19 . . . . LX, E 52, r/z =: I, “ip . ..}is a foamily of 
open subsets of Y satisfying (1) in tP*). Therefore, by assumption, there 
is a family {Hi+ . ..) an)kl, ..@, an E C’J, rz = 1, 2, . ..)of open subsetsof 
Y satisfying (2) and (3) in (P). If we put V@,) = H(flJxn), . . . . fRn(,zR)) 
for each z, E Zn p then { k’(z,)Jz, E En9 y1= 1 p 2, ..,} satisfies (4J-=-(6) in 
(**)* . Hence Y is a P(5& Z)-space by Theorem 2.14; 
Suppose conversely that Y is a P(5k; Z)-space for each pair [% 2) cun- 
sisting of an inverse system 2 of discrete spaces over A40 and in thick sub 
space 2 of Pim E. Let {G(ag p *.., a,)1 aI p ..*, a, E C2, n = 1, 2, *Oq) be a 
family of o&n subsets of Y satisfying (1) in (P*). We cansider JZ as a 
discrete space. Let a” be the product space of countably maar:~~t copit: 
of a and SE” the product space of n copies of a for each posi,t$ve in@ 
n. We deflne 19~ : $2” + SP by ~,(a~ 9 TV, . ..) = (aI 
U q942, **a p~~“IU~=~Gia~,...,cu,)= Y)andputZ, 
positive integer n. For each pair of positive integers m, ,n with PVI~ II 
finef,.:Z, +Zna b~frrrn(~~p...Ian)=(~~p.~‘,am)~. 
is an inberse sys tern of dis’crete spaces over A0 and Z i 
of I@& If we put U(Zn) = U(0f, p . ..) a, j for each poi 
of Zn p then t9re family { U(Q R, E Zn 9 n = E, 2, .*-} s
(* *). . Since Y is a PIrt, Z)-space by assumption, Y has properxy 
by Theorem 2.14. Therefore we have a family {b”(;Z,)IZn E Zn p RI = f , 2, 
satisfying (4)-(6) in (**)O. For a1 p .*“, a, E i2, we define H(al) -? 
bY 
1 
VU ‘yl 9 l .*9 a,)) if (al p l -p a, 1 E 
Hial, ..-) an) = 
8 if (aI p ..a9 an) 
al, . ..) an)lal, *,..) a, E 82, n 
of Y satisfying (2) and (3) in 
ary he fol.lowing properties of a normal s 
alent. 
(a) Y is a P-space. 
(c) For e_.ch pair @I, 2) consisting of an inverse sys&m ZE of discrete 
spaces over the directed set A o and a thick subspace Z of hm z, Y is a 
flz, Z)-space. 
.% 
(d) For each pair ($I, Z) consisting of an inverse system s of discrete 
spaces over the directed set A, and a thick subspace 2: of lii z, Y is a 
P(z, Z),-space. 
iinracompact spaces with a( ttt )-IocaUy f?nite %ases 
14 family of subsets _..& d*+f a topological space is said to be Q( ut )locaZ~y 
fir&e if it is the union of an m number of locally finite families. 
“a( H Q )-locally finite” is nothing else than “o-locally finite”. 
The following theorem is known in case m = NO (cf. Nagata [ 17’1). 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a set of power m and A a fundamentally directed 
set of power m. The following properties of a topological1 space X are 
equivalent. 
(a) X is a paracompact space with a O( m )docally finite basis. 
(b) X is a paracompact space with a family { 3 h I X E A,) of locally 
finite closed coverings uch that every neighborhood of each point x of 
Qontains St@, &) for some X, where St(x, &)=U {FE sA IF3x). Ilr 
(c) X is a paracompact space with a family { Bcy I a E A} of locally 
finite closed coverings uch that every neighborhood of each point x of 
X contains St@, 3,) for some (Y and %g refines 3a whenever QI 5 /‘L 
(d,\ X is a paracompact space with a family (@ h I X E A,} of open cover- 
ings such that { St(x, aa) I X E A) is a basis for the neighborhood system 
of each point x of X. 
(e) X is a paracompact space with a family {(Yh I X E A) of locally 
finite open coverings uch that {St&, @,)I X E A) is a b&is for the neiglh- 
borhood system of each point x of X. 
(f) There exist a paracompact subspace Z Iof the Product space of an 
m number of discrete spaces and a perfect mapping of Z onto X. 
(g) There exist a pair ($21, Z) with property (*) consisting of an inverse 
system of discrete spaces over A and a thick subspace Z c:f l&ne, and 
ing of Z on13 X. 
(a) + (b). By assumption, X has a ba 
that U, is iocally finite. Let u A = {&rho t o E 
11 finite subsets of C, for each A. ‘We deli 
g:c4 UAQ for each element cd of a,; in par 
s immediately shlown from the locally fini 
(F&w f a E iitA) is 2: locally finite closed cov 
be a neighborhood of a point x of X. Since X is a rq@ar space and U 
is a basis of X, there are an element h of A and an element &i irtt U, 
such that x _E UhO c CL0 C V(x). Hence, by the definition of &, 
have St(x, &) c V(k). 
(b) + (0. By assumption, there is a family { & I X E A }of Zlsca~lly 
finite closed coverings of X stich that every neighborhood of ea&l point 
x of X contains §t(x, &) for some A. Let& = {F(d,)ld, E D,j for 
each X. Let us consider each set D, as a fi screte s ace, and den&e by 
Z the set of points d = (dh) of the Ejroduct space hEADr such. thrat R 
bl,,,F(d,) # 8. It is obvious that if d = (dx 1 E 2 then nhaA F(cd!A) 
consists of a single point, :-;o that we have a mapping  :Z + X by setth 
g(,d) = f”lAEnF(dh). Since each $jh is a covering of K, g is onto. Klet 
d = (dh) be a point of Z znd Y a neighborhood of g(d), then there is 
element p of A such that St&(d), see) c K We put W = {(e,) 
d,}, then it is a neighborhood of d such that g(U) C V. Henc 
tinuous. Next we put E,(xJ = {d, E R, I F(d. ) ~xj for each 
X and for each element X of A, then g-r (x) = AEAEh(X). S ?-I 
locally finite, E,(x) is a finite subset of D, . Therefore g--I (x 
for every point x of X. To show the cSose&ess ofg, let x be a point of 
X and U an open subset of Z such that g--l (x) C U; it is suffkient ta 
prove that there is a neighborhood V of x such that g-l ( V) C 
lows easily from the compactness ofg-l (x) that there is 8 fini 
42 of A such thatg-l(x) = n,,,EA(k)6= (rfhwEX(X)X n 
c u. Put VA = X - u(I;(d,)I dk g .EJx)] for each h of&l; 
VA is a neighborhood of’x and hence ‘V = nhE~ VA is also 
hood of x. Clearly, we kavc g -f (Iv) c U Final1y$ the paracomp 
of Z is a consequence of the well known theorem that the 
of a paracompact space under a perfec,t mapping is parac 
WI). 
(f) + (8). We r;;lay assume that A is the set of ah finite sub 
directed by set-inclusion. For a. paraconnpact subspace 
space nkEADx of discrete spaces G,, A E A, it i 
an inverse system Z of discrete spacies wer A SUC 
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s a,ce of X@I 2~ and (Z, Z) has property (*). Le,t pas be the projectim of 
I GAdy, ontol? hEorD;4 for each element Q o&$‘%nd ~~CuB the projection ‘6. -
of. n hEpDX ont~~~~$l~ for each pair ~1, $&f R with. Q :< p (i.e* Q C p)* 
Put Zfy = p,(Z) for each ac and let f&P : Zfl -9 Zdiy be the res,&iction of pap, 
then = (Z,) f&} is an inverse system of discrete spac:es over A and 2 
is a thick subspace of l$n Z. Since 2 i.s paracompact, (SC Z) has property 
) by ‘Theorem 2.1. 
(g) + (c), By assumption, we have an inverse system Z := {Z, $ fap } of 
discrete spaces over A and ti thick subspace Z of 19 2 such that (2, Z) 
has property (*) and thelce, is a perfect mapping g of 2 onto X. By Theo 
rem 2.1,Z is paracompact. Therefore X is pamcompact, since the image 
of a paracompact space under a closed mapping is paracompact by 
ichael [S] s Next, we ~EJ t F(z,) = gcf;l(z,)) for each point yar of Zol 
and PUP Aurfir\tn kr s the family (~F(:q~ )I z, E Z&j for each a!, Since each UI8U -TV UVALVbU vi q& 
Za is a discrete space and g is perfect mapping, each & is a locally finite 
closed covering of X. It is obvious that Sa refiines $ja wheneirer cy 1(, p. 
Now, let x be a point X and V a neighborhoodI/ of x. Since {!:;I @,)I 
z, E Za, ct E A} is a basis of 2 and g-1 (JC) is compact, we have a finite 
subset 13 of A and a finite subset IVa of Z! for each q of B such that 
g-‘(x) c u cvEB f;’ (W,)) C g-I (i '9. Pick up an element ,p of A such that 
02 ac for all a of B, and put V, =: U,,,&$ (IV’,), then we have 
gwi (.xj C f~l (W,) C g-l (V). Sine 13 fil (z& n fir1 ,zk) = 9) whenever zp 
and z;1 zre distinct element of Zp’ it follows that ifx E .F’(zp) then 
zp E It+’ 2nd hence F(zp ) c V. This implies St (x, BP) c V. 
(c) + (d). By ar,sirmption, there is a family { ‘&! I c E A} of locally 
finite closed coverings of X such that every neighborhood of each point 
x of X contains St (x, 5,) for some ar and SB refin:+ 50 whenever 
Q :z /3. Put C&(x) = X - W {F E 3, I F $ xl for (3 tt:h element ~1 of A and 
for each point’x of X, then C,(x) is an open n@hborhood of .x; con- 
sequently @* = {G, (x)1 x E X) is an open coqzring of X for each cy. It 
is ssifficient to show that {St (x, (si cy) i Q E A) is a basis for the neighbor- 
hoA system of each point x of X. Let V be a rr~?i&borI;ood of 31c, then 
there is an element CII! of A such that Q(x, _3,> c V, and fcrr this element 
0~ we have again an element p of A su& th;lt St (x, $;t c C;,(x). We can 
assume QI 5 & To show St@., ap) c let y be any point of X such that 
we: have G,,(y) c Sh(y, $9. Then 
This implil:s Sit@, aa’) c St(x, 
e&al,ely 6,,0,) c V, T 
(d) 3‘ (e). Thid is obvious, since X is paracompac t.
(e) + tar. TkFq is obvious. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed. 
Similarly we have the Ifollowing theorem. 
Theorem ,3.9,. The following properties of a topoEogical space X are 
equivalent. 
(a) A is a k;‘aracompact space with a basis of power nt. 
(b) There e 9~t a paracompact subspalze Z of the product space of an 
III number of discrete spaces each of whkh consists of two points, a:nd 
2 perfect mapping of Z onto X. 
(c) There exist a pair (Z, Z) with property (*) consisting of an inve 
system 2 of finite spaces ‘4 over the fundamentally directed set of ~KYW- 
er 1~ and a thick subspace 2 of l@ ZZ, and a perfect mapping of Z cm tcb 
x. 
As characterizations of a general paracompact space X we Hart; th 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Tlhe following proper ties of a topological space X ar 
equi-V&~t. 
(a) X is paracompzt. 
(b) There exist a pair (?I, 2) with property (*) consisting o 
system 2 of finite spaces over 2 fundamentally directed set a 
subspace 2 of ‘$@I 2, and a perfect mapping of Z onto X. 
(c) There exist an inverse system Z of discrete spaces over a fbn 
mentally directed set such that (X, Qn ZZ) has property ( 
mapping of lim Sk: of X. 
Proof. The%quivaisnce (a) Z (b) is an immediate congequende 
Theorem 3.2 
(a) + (c). By Nagami [ 13, Theorem 2; 14, Theorem 
compact space X there are an inverse system SC’ = (2 
spaces over a directed set A and a perfect m,apping 
Let A be th,e set of all finite subsets of A directed b 
p, be the projection of&* Zi onto flA 
4 A fkiice space is a HausdoriCf space? consisting of ~~~t~ 
spaces are discrete q)aces. 
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for each element a of A. For each pair at if 0 of' A with Q[ 51 fl (i.e. ar 6 fl), 
let f’&# : Zs + Z. be the restriction of the projwtion I~A,,,Z~ * r[k,,Z:, sI 
Then Z = { ZO, j& ) is an inverse system of discrete spwer; over the fun- 
damentally dire&eff se”t: A. Furthwmore lim St is~ho~~.ornorphic to 
lim Z’. Since the &Verse image of a ~araGim~~ac&pace under a perfect 
Gapping, lim Z’and hence lim 2 ‘are parwompak Thus (,Z, @II SC) has 
property (&) by Theorem 2 1 
(c) + (a). This is obvious’f;om The&em 2; 1, since. the image of’ a par& 
compact space under a closed mapping is paracompact. 
,4. Main theorems 
Theore_m 4.1 D The fdowing properties of a n’armal space Y are equiva- 
lent. 
(a) For any paracompact space X with a a( m )- locally finite basis, 
the product space X X Y is normal. 
(b) For any paracompact space X with a (J( in )-locally finite basis, 
the product space X X Y is III -paracomplact. 
(c) For any pair (Z, 2) with property I( *) clonsisting of an inverse sys- 
tesrr Z of discrete spaces over the fundamentally directed set of power 
rt~ and a thick subspace 2 of l@ Z, Y is ;a &Z, 2).space. 
(d) For any pair (a: 2) with property I(*) clonsisting of an inverse sys- 
tem Z of discrete spaces over the fundamentally directed set of power 
nl and a thick subspace 2 of I&I 2, Y is :a P(21, Z&pace. 
oof. (a) + (b). Let i be the closed line interval [ Oj 1.1 and let I”’ be 
the product space of m copies of 1: Let X be a paracompact space with 
a a( tit )-locally finite basis, Since 1’” is a compact space with a basis of 
power Itl, the product space I *It x X is a para,compact space with a 
(J( ~II )-locally finite basis. Therefore, by a.ssumption, 1” >I( (X X Y) = 
(1”’ X x)X Y is normal and hence X X Y is nt-paracomp;act by Morita . . 
WI 
(d> ++ (c). Let (E, 2) be a pair with propert;:! (*) consisting of an in- 
verse system 2: of discrete spaces over the funlldamentzlly directed set of 
er III and a thick subspacz Z of lim 35. Then Z is a paracompact 
space with a u( rt+Ioca ly finite basis%y Theorem 3.1. Therefore, by as- 
on, Z X Y is rrl-paracompact and hence, by Corollary 2.3, Y is a 
paracompact space with. a O( ut )-localhj finite 
3.1 9 we have a pair (2: 2) with property (<) consisting 
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of a.n inverse system ZZ of discrete spaces over the fundame 
set sf power in and a thick stubspace Z of 1@ Z, and a p 
& of2 onto X. By assumption; Y is a P(Zfi Z)-space for thi 
Since Y is,normal, Z x Y is also normaL by Corollary 2.5. i, 
identity mapping of Y, then ,g X i is a perfect mapping of Z 
X X Y by Frollik. [ 31 I Hence 8 X Y is normal, because t&e im 
normal space under a closed mapping is normal. 
The equivalence (c) 7t (d) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 
2.4, and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 4.2. If Y k an tn-compact normal sp;ace, then X x Y is UP 
paracompact and normal for any paracompact space X with a B( tn )= 
IscaUy finite basis. 
This corollary is not a new result, since a bet terone was already ob- 
tairred by Morita 1[9, Theorem dgn 11 l 
Wie can prove the following two theorems by the same a 
in the proof of ‘kileorem 4.1; use Theorems 3 I .ft and 3.3, re 
instead of Theoxem 3.1. 
Theorem 4.3. TIhe following properties of a n<:&m& space X are ~~u~~ 
lent. 
(a) For any parar=ompact space X Ath a basis of‘ power m, th 
uct sIpace X >E[ Y is normal. 
(b) For any paracompact space X with a basis of power RI, 
uc t space! X X Y is trl-parasompact. 
(c) For any pa% (Z, Z) w.ith property (*) consisting of an inv 
tern Z of finite spaces over t:he fundamentally directed set of po 
and .a thi(ck subspace Z of IF 2, Y is a P (2, Z)-space. 
(d) For any pair (X, Z) with property (*) consisting of 
tern 55 of finite spaces over the fundamentally rfiirected set 
and a thilck subspace Z of I@ E, Y is a &Z, ZJ,-space. 
The following properties of a normal sp 
(a) For any paracom act space X, the product E; 
(b) FCI- any paracompact space X, the product a;pg 
(c) Fc2” any fun 
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property (*) consisting of an inverse system 67: bf finite sp;ltces over A 
and a thick subtzpace Z of l@ 2, Y is a P(ZZ Z)+paee. 
(d) For any fundamentally directed set. 1 and for any pair @, 2) 
with property (*) consisting of an invers;el.rg&i~ X of finite spaces over 
A and a thick subspace Z of l@r Z, Y is a I@, ,,Z),3-space. 
(e) For any fundamentally directed set -4 and for .any inverse system 
$Z of discrete :fipaces over A such that (Z, .l$n Z) has property (*), Y is a 
&Z, l&n 2).space. 
(f) For any r”undamentally directed set A and for any inverse system 
Z orC discrete spaces over A such that (Z!, 19 Z ) has property (“), Y is a 
f(Z, lim Q-space. c 
Remtzr&. In Theorem 4.1 (resp. Theorem 43, if Y is paracompact then 
each of properties (a)-(d) is equivalent o the following: 
(e) For any paracompact space X with a o( 11n )-locally finite basis 
(resp. with a basis of power M), the prolduct space A? X Y is paracom- 
pact. 
In Theorem 4.4, properties (a), (b), (c) and Qe) are equivalent without 
the condition that Y is normal, because if Y has one of the properties 
(b), (c) and (e) then it is paracompact (and hence normal). 
‘We conclude this section proving the following theorem which has 
been proired b:y Morita [ 121 in case rsa = HO. 
S. Let X be a paracompact space with a a( m )-locally finite 
basis and Y a normal (resp. paracompact’) spatx. If X X Y is rrl-paracom- , 
pact, then it is normal (resp. paracompact), 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, wz ha ~$2 ;l thick:: ~&space Z of the inverse lirn- 
it of an inverse system of dis;rele spaces over a fundamentally directed 
set of power 111 and a perfect mapping g of 2 csnto X’. Let i Se the iden- 
tity mapping of Y, then g X i is a perfect mapping of 2 X Y endo XX Y. 
Since X X Y is IfI-paracompact, Z X Y is also PiI-paracompa3 (cf. [ 71). 
Therefore 2 X Y is normal (resp. paracompact) by Corolla!-g! 2.6, and 
hence X X Y is also normal (resp. paracornpact). 
5. ditary 
subs obtained in this section has been proveId by MagamE [ 1 #S, 
161 in special cases. 
Theorem 5.1. Let % = {X,, fai3 } be an inverse system of hereditarily nor- 
mal (resp. hereditarily paracompact) spaces over a directed set A, X a 
thick subspace of Rim Sx and X’ an open subset of X. If X’ is A-paraco!~~ 
pact, then it is normal (resp. paracompact). 
Fkqof. Put Xk = &(X’) for each cy and let j& : Xi + X& be the restric- 
tion of fap for each pair ac, p of A with ~1s & Then 35’ = (X&, ,&AB) isan 
inverse system 5 over A and X’ is a thick subspace of l$n 5%‘. Since eafzh 
Xol is hereditarily normal (resp. hereditarily paracompact), each Ir& isr 
normal (resp. paracompact). Therefore X’ is normal (req. paracom 
by Corollary 1.7. 
Corollary 5.2. Let X be a thick subspace of the inverse limit of an in?jr 
system of hereditarily normal (resp. hereditarily paracomlsact) spa 
over a directed set A. If X Ss hereditarily A-paracsm~~at-;t, hen it i 
itarily normal (resp. hereditarily paracompact). 
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a paracompact space with a on(nt )-locally fini 
basis, Y a hereditarily normal (resp. hereditarily parscompact) sp 
S an open subset of X X Y. Iff S is I$\-paracompaci, &en it is no % 
(resp. paracompact). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we have a thick subspace ,Z of tl 
it of an inverse system Zover the fundamentally directed s
1111 and a perfect mappingg of Z onto X. Put R = (,g%: i)-l 
h :R + S be the restriction of g x d, where i is the identity of Y. T 
is a perfect mapping of R onto S., Siracr: S is Itl-paracompact, R is 
tll -paracompact. Therefore, by Theorem 5.1, R is nomd (resp. p 
compcat), since d: X Y is an inverse system of heredita 
hereditarily paracompact) spaces over a fundamentally 
power 111 and R is an open subset of the thick subspace i?: )c: 
(2 X Y). Thus S is normal (resp- paracompact). 
5 We must she-w that each f& s an open ma 
fact that A? is open in %, each fola is open an is apen (see footI 
318 Y. KNWQ, NOrmdiijt afg protitu:~ apace 
CkmUmy 5.4. Let X be a paracompact s]Dace with a a( ill )m-locally finite 
basis and Y a hereditarily n+olrrnal (resp. hereditarily paraecompact) space. 
If X x Y is hereditarily m-paracompact, then it is hereditarily nomlal t 
(req. hereditarily paracompactJ* 
I 
_* 
According to Dowker [2] , a normal space X is callr;d totally norma! 
if every open subset G of X has a locally finite covering by open FD- 
subsets of X. 
Theorem 5.5. Let (XQ; f&J be an inverse syskm of totally normal spaces 
over a directe(8 srtt A and X a thkk subspace 08’ its inverse limit. If X is 
hereditarily A-paracompact, then it is to-tally normal. 
Proof. Since a totally normal space is hereditarily normal [2, Proposi- 
tion 4.61, X is hereditarily norm&by tkrollaqq 5.2. Let G be an open 
subset of X and let G, be the maximal open su.bset of Xa such that 
f;l(G,) C @. Since {f; 1 (G,)I a E A) Ss i%D increasing open covering of 
G and i; iskparacompact, there is a locally finite open ca>vering 
{ffa d a E A ]t of G such that G f~ & C &;I Qc, ) for each Q, We can assu- 
me that each Ha is an I;b-subset of G, sia~e 6 is normal (cf. [ 1’7, p. 821). 
By the total rb.mality of Xol , we have a km&,r finite open covering 
{G,, I t E 3,) d C, such that each G,, is an .&-subset of XLy. Put 
Y = f;’ (Car ) n Ha folr each CY E A and each t E Z*, then the faplQ 
&5E E&, 
. 
a E A } is a locally finite q;en cc~vering of 6. Furt1ierni Dre 
each & is an F,-subse,t of X, because ,/:I (6, s) is an &-subset of A”, 
HO is an Qsubset of G and f;l (G& CZ G. T&s completes the proolf. 
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a paracompact space with a Q( nt )-locally finite 
basis and Y a totally normal space. If X X Y is, hereditarily 1?1-paracom- 
pact, then it is totally normal. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.4, X X Y is hefcditari;ly normal. It is shown 
from Theorem 3.1 that X has a basis U = lJAE A uh such that I Al = tn 
and each U h is a discrete family of open F,-subsets of X. Let us 
{i&l&! E Eh 
U h = 
} for leach X. Let G be an og)en subset of X X Y and let Vh6 
be the maximal open subset of Y such that UJir X I& C: G. Put 
x VA $ for each h, then { G,‘I h E II-) is an open cover- 
is kparacompact and normal, there is a locally finite 
h I A E A) of G such thztt HA is an j!$-subset of G and 
total normality of’ Y, we have a 
locally finite covering by open F,-subsets of 
Y for each X E A and eat gEzh’Weput 
tripite h, &‘u, then it is easily prove 
CZ,,h~A)isaIacal 
is an I$,-subset of X X Y, 71’hus 
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